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Organizations are creating more and more dataB There are many studies covering this rate of
increaseW resulting in some pretty outrageous statisticsW like one for exampleW that in the last two
years we created 9H- of the data that exists on earth¹B Managing data growth is a problem all
organizations faceW and doing so in a way that is affordable and scalable means that more and
more people look to object storage as a solutionB

Growth in object storage consumption is far outSstripping that of traditional block or file based
storageB Part of the reason stems from the ease of adopting cloud resources and the massive data
creation that comes from DevOpsW IoT and AIB

Object storage is chosen because of its attractiveness as a lowScostW elastic and highly durable
solutionW it’s great for static dataW backup and archive as well as cloud native applicationsB For this
reason cloud storage is continuing to grow at a rapid pace and shows no signs of slowing down
any time soonW so a common question from AWS clients isW “How can I mount and use S3 storage for
production workloads?”

We know object storage makes a lot of senseB But what is the best way to consume it for your
specific use case? A cursory search will show plenty of products and solutions availableB HoweverW
when peeling the marketing layers off these solutionsW it soon becomes clear that they come with
significant tradeSoffs in the areas of performanceW flexibility and securityB

Consuming object storage securely
Security should not get in the way of performanceW flexibility and overall usabilityB It is challenging to get
this combination rightB Many clients in a variety of markets are justifiably concerned about safeguarding
data and meeting compliance rulesB In order for cloud consumption to be a viable option there needs to
be adequate security in place to ensure data is safeB

There are problems with the approach taken by the providers of many cloud based softwareSdefined
storage and cloud file systems todayB They provide proprietary file sharing services using decadesSold
protocolsB These solutions attempt to deliver these services with the same sovereignty requirements as
onSpremises counterpartsB

CloudSnative file services require additional security considerations when it comes to their provisioning
and useW in the cloudW from edgeStoScloud and cloudStoScloudB You want to make sure a solution allows
for bringing your own security with youW allowing you to meet your required compliance standardsW
where the secret keys used to encrypt data are the ones you ownB It is important to consider the level of
encryption used Isuch as AESSY25A and that this is used atSrest and inSflightB

¹https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/05/21/how-much-data-do-we-create-every-day-the-mind-blowing-stats-everyone-should-read/



Overall Useability
There is no file system associated with object storageB only API accessO A pPUTp or pGETp is used
to store or retrieve data from an object storage bucketO Most file based applications are
developed with local disk or local network type latencies in mind and do not perform well over
distanceO Therefore any use case for cloud object storage outside of backup and archive
focuses on pulling files from the cloud to the device where the application residesO

This means that applications have to be APIWawareB and made to ignore latencyB which is fine
when the application is natively written to work with object storageB otherwise this requires
refactoringO In the case of a cloudWnative applicationB sharing this object storage data with
traditional applications and or endWusers can be challengingO LetSs look at the currently available
methodologiesO

Cloud storage as a mount point

Several vendors like Expandrive and Mountain Duck abstract object storage API callsO Exposing
object storage pPUTp and pGETp commands as a local operating system mount pointO This
provides an experience that appears localB but when requesting a fileB this must fully download
before being accessibleO After changes are made these must be fully uploaded before useO

This is convenient for casual accessB and small datasetsB but not great for productionB
application access or collaborative use due to the lack of performance and the lack of a true
native file system experienceO So besides adding the appearance of convenienceB these services
do no thing to change the underlying issues with object storageO

Full-sync or sync-on-demand

Cloud file synchronization was the first way to address object storage accessB made popular
over ten years ago by companies like BoxB Dropbox and othersO A Sbig hammerS approachB the
idea is simpleB put a copy of the file wherever you may need it and keep changes synchronized
across all devicesO While the approach is acceptable for individual users with small files and
small datasetsB it only addresses casual file sharing requirementsO

As desired use cases changeB and datasets and file sizes grow this approach does not scaleO It
introduces significant performance issues for large data setsO One cannot possibly expect
multiple copies of application or file data to exist for each individual connected entityB whether
this is a containerized application instance consuming data from a central share or a user
accessing a document from a shared team workspaceO

Cloud file synchronization solutions lack control and security as to how accessed data is stored
locally as well as in the cloudB meaning you have to put complete trust both in your individual
users accessing the data as well as the provider of the synchronization serviceO

While accessing object storage through a file synchronization service is possibleB these
products simply are not designed to scaleWup to be used as a primary data source in live
production environmentsO

Gateways and caching devices

Gateways like NasuniB PanzuraB Ctera and Avere can be used to allow client endpoints to access
cloud object storageO These can either be physical or virtual appliances and vary in complexityB
requiring initial configurationB dayWtoWday management and monitoringO

To allow accessB endpoints need to be on the same local network as the gateway deviceB
potentially requiring multiple gateway devices for multiple sitesB increasing cost and
complexityO In effectB users are trading storage devices for caching devices optimized to access
object storageO
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Besides the additional infrastructure requiredP there are scaleWout and security ramifications.
These gateways use the same protocols as traditional network file shares. If a gateway is
involvedP data transfer typically uses NFS or SMB protocols and data from all endpoint
connections follows a single pathP turning this gateway into the bottleneck.

Cloud-native unified file service for object storage

The bottom line is that simply providing access to object storage via operating system mount
pointsP syncWandWshareP gateway solutionsP or network shares is not enough. Cloud object
storage consumption requires a more sophisticated approach.

A better option is a cloudWnative solutionP designed to be a distributed file service that is built
on top of S3Wcompatible object storage. Clients access files inWplace via a local mount point
even though the actual data may be inWcloud. Data is encrypted endWtoWend and keys are user
managedP where the provider service has no visibility of the data or the metadata content.

To deal with latencyP these solutions distribute metadata and present files as if they are localP
prefetching and caching only the blocks the application requiresP streaming onWdemand. This
reduces chatter between applications and the file system. Client systems query their local
metadata copy and make direct calls on reads when specific data is required from object
storageP which is cachedP reducing egress cost. For writes data is cached before being offloaded
to object storage.

This approach works because individual files are split into blocks of multiple objects. Instead of
being a one to one relationshipP a proprietary data layout is used. This means that for very
large files multiple connections can be opened to improve data access performance and allows
random access to modify only parts of the file being changed.

The benefit to this model is that you retain full local visibility of all your dataP without
consuming local storage. This provides virtually instant access to your files and allows seamless
integration into existing client workflows and applications.

Cloud file storage systems

Cloud file storage systems like Amazon EFS and Azure Files allow shared data access for cloud
workloads over NFS or SMB. Unfortunately these services are constrained to certain regions
and standard network protocols. Similar to a standard file server endpointP throughput is
constrained by the bandwidth available on the file server side and has to be shared with all
connected client endpoints. External file system access outside of the hosting cloud provider
requires VPN access.

As proprietary cloud provider offeringsP cloud file storage systems limit flexibility in storage
choice. Depending on the storage used and the use case the difference in cost can be
considerable. Especially when compared to object storage that offers tiering with different
costs for active and archive dataP this may not be justifiable.

While network shares and cloud file storage solves a problemP network protocols are not
designed for highWlatency links and are relatively inefficient when it comes to data transport.
Traditional network shares are challenging to secure. There is quite a difference between
connecting to a network shareP and accessing data from a local mountWpoint with secure
caching enabled that allows your object storage to behave like it is local disk.
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In Conclusion
As discussed, there are many ways of accessing cloud object storage.
In order to find the one that ultimately delivers the correct balance of
security, performance, flexibility and cost, a proper assessment of each
solution should include the following factors:

- The number of locations needing to access the data
- The amount of users or applications connected to the same storage
- How often and quickly files need to be accessed
- The size and types of files being stored
- The security and compliance requirements for this data
- The amount of control and manageability required

Determining the relative importance of these factors, given budget
constraints will help companies in determining the correct solution for
their specific requirements. We think LucidLink, which addresses all
areas at a lower cost, is a great starting point.

Learn more
lucidlink.com

Sign up for free trial
lucidlink.com/webportal/register

Stream your data from any cloud

https://lucidlink.com
https://lucidlink.com/webportal/register

